Digital App and E-book End User License Agreement (eula)
This end user agreement is a legal agreement between you, or, if you represent a legal entity, that
legal entity and Letterjuice Ltd. and is applicable to
the font software you have ordered from us or
third parties.
This non-exclusive, non-transferable, end user
license grants you to use the font software for your
own personal or internal business purposes according to the terms of this agreement. By purchasing
and installing Letterjuice’s font software, you agree
on all the terms specified within this End User
License Agreement.
“Font Software” means coded software that generates typeface designs when used with the appropriate hard- and software plus any and all other
data including documentation provided with such
software.
This licence allows you to embed the font software
within your Mobile Applications and/or E-books
(to the maximum number of titles you purchase a
licence for).
You can use our desktop fonts to make bitmap
graphics such as .gif, .jpg and .png for use in your
Mobile Application and/or E-books. However, if you
need to embed font software regardless of whether
it is for static or dynamic text you need a Digital
app and e-book License.
For self hosted solutions for use in websites, you
will need to purchase a Web Licence.
1. Digital files downloaded to your computer con-

tain font software that is the intellectual property
of the type foundry, Letterjuice Ltd., that owns the
rights for distribution and reserves all rights to intellectual property. That is, all intellectual property
rights remain the exclusive property of Letterjuice
Ltd.
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reasonable security measures and must be as “read
only.” You are further granted permission to backup the Font/s on any multiuser device upon which
the Font/s is licensed for and installed upon.
3. The right to embed the Font Software shall be for

the term of the life-time of the App/apps and/or Ebook/s you purchased the Licence for.
4. You shall not use the Font Software for any pur-

pose other than to be embedded within the Mobile
Applications and/or E-books.
5. No Transfer Permitted. This License is specific

to the Licensee and it is use specific and cannot be
transferred to another party, irrespective of whether the original Font Software is sold, given away or
otherwise conveyed to another party.
6. Modifying font outlines is NOT allowed without

previous authorisation from Letterjuice Ltd. Any
modified font software is considered as derivative
work and the use of derivative work is subject to
the terms and conditions of this license agreement.
Derivative work from Letterjuice’s font software
is only permmited (under explicit authorisation)
for customary personal use. However, under no
circumstances may the resulting work be for resale
or further distribution.
7. Letterjuice Ltd. warrants that the font software

will perform in accordance with its documentation.
Damaged or defective font software can be replaced
when accompanied by the valid sales receipt within
30 day period after purchasing.
8. In the event that the use of the Font Software is

used outside of the scope of the rights permitted
in this EULA, all rights to use the Font Software as
well as this License shall terminate. Upon termination, you must destroy the original and any copies
of the font software and documentation.

2. You can embed the font software into the number

of Mobile Applications and/or Ebooks that you have
purchase the licence for.
The use of the Font Software in the App and/or
E-book must be embedded using commercially

Letterjuice Ltd. thanks you for licensing our font software. For further information, please contact us at hello@letterjuice.cat

